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Universal Extra Dimensions

• Add compact dimension(s) of radius R
• ~ ant crawling on tube

• Kaluza-Klein tower of partners to SM particles due to curled-up 
extra dimensions of radius R
• n = quantum number for extra dimension
• mn2 ~ n2/R2

• momentum conservation in extra dimension → exact conservation of KK 
particles (KK parity)

• KK parity PKK = (-1)n implies lightest KK partner (n = 1) is stable

• Wide variety of more complicated theories, hopefully will discuss 
later in term
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Why SUSY?

• Supersymmetry is the maximal extension of the Poincare group
• (proper) Poincare group = all combinations of translations (generated by 

linear mom.), rotations (generated by ang. mom.), and boosts (generated by 
K operators)

• Define two new operators (Q, Q-bar) that are the “square-root” of linear 
mom. with algebra as given

• Note that Q and Q-bar are fermionic: they anticommute with themselves 
(Grassman variables)

• This is, apparently, the maximal extension of the Poincare group 
(Haag et al, Nucl Phys B 88: 257 (1975)): very special!
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try to answer two questions:

1. Which models are accessible to CDMS and other similar direct detection experiments?

2. Are there other experiments (e.g. accelerator-based) that could be complementary to

CDMS?

2.2 Constructing Supersymmetric Theories

2.2.1 Supersymmetry Algebra

The detailed discussion of how to construct supersymmetric theories is given in

[116]. Here, we outline the main steps. One starts from the supersymmetry algebra:

{Q!, Q̄"̇} = 2!m
!"̇

Pm

{Q!, Q"} = {Q̄!̇, Q̄"̇} = 0

[Pm, Q!] = [Pm, Q̄!̇] = 0

[Pm, Pn] = 0, (2.1)

where the Greek indices denote the two-component Weyl spinors (the dotted indices running

over the conjugate components), the Latin indices denote the Lorentz four-vectors, P is the

momentum operator, Q is the supersymmetry generator, and !m
!"̇

are the Pauli matrices.

The first line of Equation 2.1 shows that the dimension of Q is mass1/2, which is why

the supersymmetry generator is sometimes thought of as square root of the momentum

operator. This algebra can be rewritten entirely in terms of commutators only, using the

anticommuting parameters "! and "̄!̇:

["Q, "̄Q̄] = 2"!m"̄Pm
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Why SUSY?

• Group structure
• P and Q define a Lie algebra (a sub-algebra of the full SUSY Lie algebra)
• The corresponding Lie group consists of elements 

• Given the Lie algebra/group, what are the representations?
• Infinitesimal transformations generated by Q ops mix bosonic 

(commuting) and fermionic (anticommuting) fields
→ All fields must be parts of supermultiplets that incorporate bosonic and 
fermionic pieces

• End up with
• chiral superfields: (scalar, spin-1/2 fermion, auxiliary vector field).  The spin-1/2 

fermion is our SM quarks and leptons.  The scalars are the “s” partners: 
squarks and sleptons.  The auxiliary vector field is removed by the E-L eqns 
and has no physical manifestation.

• vector superfields: (auxiliary scalar field, spin-1/2 fermion, spin-1 boson).  The 
spin-1 boson is our SM gauge bosons.  The spin-1/2 fermions are the “ino” 
partners: gauginos and higgsinos.  The auxiliary scalar field is again removed by 
the E-L eqns and has no physical manifestation.
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Recall that the supersymmetry algebra can be rewritten in terms of commutators

only (Equation 2.2). Hence, it can be viewed as a Lie algebra with group elements:

G(x, !, !̄) = ei(!xmPm+!Q+!̄Q̄). (2.6)

Essentially, we have expanded the regular spacetime xm into the “superspace” by intro-

ducing two anticommuting coordinates ! and !̄. The di!erential operators in this space

are:

D" =
"

"!"
+ i#m

""̇ !̄"̇ "m

D̄"̇ = ! "

"!̄"̇
! i!" #m

""̇ "m. (2.7)

A superfield is defined to be a function in this superspace. We can expand such superfield

in powers of ! and !̄

F (x, !, !̄) = f(x) + !$(x) + !̄%̄(x) (2.8)

+!!m(x) + !̄!̄n(x) + !#m!̄vm(x)

+!!!̄&̄(x) + !̄!̄!'(x) + !!!̄!̄d(x).

One can then proceed to define the infinitesimal transformations. Note that the linear

combinations and products of superfields are again superfields, implying that the super-

fields form a representation of the supersymmetry algebra. In general, this is a reducible

representation. The problem of finding irreducible representations, therefore, turns into im-

posing appropriate constraints on superfields. Two cases are important: chiral and vector

superfields.
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Why SUSY?

• It turns out that supersymmetry solves the hierarchy problem
• The standard model has a single scalar, the Higgs boson
• Radiative corrections to scalar mass is quadratic in the loop cutoff scale:

• Radiative corrections to fermion and gauge boson masses are only 
logarithmic in cutoff scale

• Only log divergences can be renormalized away with a single correction; 
quadratic divergences require renormalization at every order.  This is 
undesirable.

• SUSY introduces opposite spin superpartners; they give companion loop 
corrections, but with opposite sign: cutoff scale goes from ? down to SUSY-
breaking scale (~TeV)

• Light Higgs mass from top-quark and LEP electroweak measurements 
implies SUSY breaking scale can’t be much higher than 1 TeV
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CHAPTER 1. DARK MATTER AND WIMPS 62

Figure 1.15: Electron self-energy correction (from [51]).

Figure 1.16: Higgs self-energy correction (from [51]).

Now, consider renormalization of the Higgs mass. The Higgs boson is subject to corrections
of the form shown in Figure 1.16. The contribution is
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where unimportant constant prefactors have not been carefully followed. The term with k in the
numerator vanishes again. This time, there is a term that is quadratically dependent on !. This
is problematic; even if this term is renormalized away, the next order diagram contributes (!/m)4,
which requires a second renormalization, and so on. A single renormalization does not su"ce. This
is unsatisfactory. If the existence of a true, physical cuto# is assumed, such that ! is finite, then
the Higgs mass stays finite. However, in the Standard Model, the only plausible cuto# scales are
MGUT or MPl; corrections of these sizes would drive the Higgs mass up to the corresponding scale!
This problem goes under the rubric “quadratic divergences” for obvious reasons. Note that it is
the scalar nature of the Higgs that is the source of the problem; as noted above, fermions do not
su#er from quadratic divergences. It can be shown that gauge bosons are also safe.

Supersymmetry (SUSY) aims to solve the above problem by introducing, for each Standard
Model particle, a partner of the opposite fermionic or bosonic nature. Scalars and spin-1 particles
acquire spin-1/2 partners, spin-1/2 particles acquire spin-1 partners. Including gravity, spin-2
particles acquire spin-3/2 partners. In unbroken supersymmetry, the couplings of a given particle
and its “superpartner” to other particles are the same. That is, the Lagrangian is forced to be
invariant under transformations that exchange particles and superparticles. The result is that
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Why SUSY?

• It turns out that SUSY improves the prospects for gauge coupling 
unification
• Extra particles change the running of the couplings.  From Bertone, 

Hooper, Silk (2004) review article:
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Figure 10: The measurements of the gauge coupling strengths at LEP do not (left)
evolve to a unified value if there is no supersymmetry but do (right) if supersymmetry
is included [210].

extrapolation of the coupling constants using only Standard Model particles
fails to unify them to a common value (left frame of Fig. 10), by introducing
supersymmetry at the TeV scale, it was shown [27] that these forces naturally
unify at a scale MU ! 2 " 1016 GeV (right frame of Fig. 10). This has been
taken as a strong hint in favor of a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) which predicts
gauge coupling unification below the Planck scale.

The new generators introduced with supersymmetry change fermions into
bosons and vise versa, i.e.

Q|fermion# = |boson#; Q|boson# = |fermion#. (61)

Because of their fermionic nature, the operators Q must carry spin 1/2, which
implies that supersymmetry must be a spacetime symmetry. The question then
arises of how to extend the Poincaré group of spatial translations and Lorentz
transformations to include this new boson/fermion symmetry. The structure
of such a group is highly restricted by the Haag-Lopuszanski-Sohnius extension
of the Coleman and Mandula theorem cited above. For realistic theories, the
operators, Q, which we choose by convention to be Majorana spinors, must
satisfy

{Qa, Qb} = 2!µ
abPµ (62)

{Qa, Pµ} = 0 (63)

[Qa, Mµ! ] = "µ!
ab Qb (64)

where
Qa $

!
Q†!0

"
a

(65)

and

"µ! =
i

4
[!µ, !! ] (66)
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SUSY Particle Spectrum

• SM fermions → SM fermions + SUSY sfermions
• left-handed quarks and leptons in EW SU(2) isospin doublets
• right-handed quarks and leptons in EW SU(2) isospin singlets
• each particle gets a scalar partner (one each for left-handed and right -

handed components)

• SM gauge bosons → SM gauge bosons + SUSY gauginos
• Hypercharge B and EW SU(2) W → W+/-, weak Z0, photon
• gluons (8)
• pick up 1 bino, 3 winos, and 8 gluinos

6
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SUSY Particle Spectrum

• Higgs → Higgs doublet + higgsinos
• single EW SU(2) doublet complex Higgs required in SM

• 4 dof, 3 are Goldstone bosons that get eaten by W to give W+/- and Z0 mass
• remaining single real scalar Higgs h

• SUSY requires two EW SU(2) doublet complex Higgs
• One gives up-quark masses, the other gives down-quark masses
• 8 dof, get same 3 Goldstone bosons to give W and Z mass
• 5 dof: light and heavy scalars h and H, pseudoscalar A, and 

charged scalars H+ and H-

• 8 dof → 2 neutral higgsinos, 2 charged higgsinos
• charged dof counting: 2 of 3 Goldstone bosons are charged (to W+/-), so 2 

charged dof from Goldstone bosons, 2 charged dof matching H+/- 

→ 4 charged dof

• neutral dof counting:  1 of 3 Goldstone bosons is neutral (to Z0), 3 scalars 
→ 4 neutral dof

• Two Higgs vevs, tan β = v1/v2

7
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Soft SUSY Breaking

• Unbroken SUSY:
• No freedom in the Lagrangian -- superpartner fields must appear in 

Lagrangian in same forms as partner fields, with same coefficients (up to 
arithmetic factors)

• Masses of superpartners are same as masses of partners

• So, must introduce SUSY-breaking terms
• Soft: breaks SUSY without ruining quadratic divergence cancellation
• Allowed terms that don’t violate R-parity (Girardello and Grisaru):

• sfermion mass/mixing
matrices MQ, ML, MU, MD, ME

• gaugino mass terms M1, M2, M3

• Higgs mass terms m1, m2

• higgsino mass term Bµ
• trilinear couplings AE, AD, AU

• Still: 115 free parameters!
• R-parity: “Superpartner number”:

all SUSY-conserving and SUSY-breaking terms conserve superpartner #

8
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The given Lagrangian is by construction invariant under supersymmetry transfor-

mations, so it is in clear disagreement with the experimental results. The only solution is

to break the supersymmetry, which is achieved by assuming that MSSM is only an e!ective

theory and that there are possible terms in the Lagrangian which are not supersymmetry

invariant. These additional terms must preserve the cancellation of quadratic divergences,

which is why they are called ’soft’. The most general soft symmetry-breaking terms have

been found by Girardello and Grisaru in [120]. For the MSSM they are as follows (in two

component notation):

Vsoft = !ij(!e!RAEhE
!liLHj

1 + !d!RADhD!qi
LHj

1

!!u!RAUhU !qi
LHj

2 !BµH i
1H

j
2 + h.c.)

+!qi!
L M2

Q!qi
L + !li!L M2

L
!liL + !u!RM2

U !uR + !d!RM2
D

!dR + !e!RM2
E!eR

+H i!
1 m2

1H
i
1 + H i!

2 m2
2H

i
2

+1
2(M1

!B !B + M2
"W a"W a + M3!gb!gb),

(2.22)

where i and j are SU(2) indices, !12 = 1, "’s are the Yukawa couplings, A’s are trilinear

couplings, and M’s are the appropriate mass matrices for squarks and gauginos. B is a soft

bilinear coupling and L and R refer to the chirality of the fields.

In the Higgs sector, both neutral Higgs bosons get vacuum expectation values. As

in the SM, three degrees of freedom are Goldstone bosons, and the remaining five are: two

charged Higgs fields (H+ and H"), one neutral parity odd field (A) and two neutral parity

even fields (heavier H0 and lighter h0) (for more detail see, for example, [121]). In addition,

the charged SU(2) gauginos and charged higgsinos have the same quantum numbers, so
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Radiative Electroweak Symmetry Breaking
• How does SUSY result in electroweak symmetry breaking? 

• (that is, how does Higgs potential get set up so Higgs acquired vev?)
• Higgs potential for EWSB arises from summation of higher-order 

diagrams, no additional parameters for Higgs potential.  Provides a relation 
between Higgs parameters:

mHu is what we have called m1 in the discussion of soft SUSY-breaking 
terms.  We get a relation between m12 and |µ| when we assume REWSB; 
only sign(µ) remains free.

9

m3=2: !14"

As noted in Section 2.5, the gravitino may naturally be the LSP. It may play an
important cosmological role, as we will see in Section 4. For now, however, we fol-
low most of the literature and assume the gravitino is heavy and so irrelevant for
most discussions.

The renormalization group evolution of supersymmetry parameters is shown in
Fig. 5 for a particular point in minimal supergravity parameter space. This figure
illustrates several key features that hold more generally. First, as superpartner
masses evolve from MGUT to Mweak, gauge couplings increase these parameters,
while Yukawa couplings decrease them. At the weak scale, colored particles are
therefore expected to be heavy, and unlikely to be the LSP. The Bino is typically
the lightest gaugino, and the right-handed sleptons (more specifically, the right-
handed stau ~sR) are typically the lightest scalars.

Second, the mass parameter m2
Hu

is typically driven negative by the large top Yuk-
awa coupling. This is a requirement for electroweak symmetry breaking: at tree-level,
minimization of the electroweak potential at the weak scale requires

jlj2 #
m2

Hd
$ m2

Hu
tan2b

tan2b$ 1
$ 1

2
m2

Z % $m2
Hu

$ 1

2
m2

Z ; !15"

where the last line follows for all but the lowest values of tanb, which are phenom-
enologically disfavored anyway. Clearly, this equation can only be satisfied if
m2

Hu
< 0. This property of evolving to negative values is unique to m2

Hu
; all other mass

Fig. 5. Renormalization group evolution of supersymmetric mass parameters. From [11].

10 J.L. Feng / Annals of Physics 315 (2005) 2–51
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Running of Masses in SUSY
• Masses evolve as one runs down from MGUT to MEW.
• Gauge couplings increase these parameters in going to MEW.
• Yukawa couplings decrease them at the same time.
• Yukawa couplings don’t care about gauge couplings, so the particles with 

biggest gauge couplings will be heaviest at MEW: 
squarks are heavier than sleptons, 
gluinos are heavier than binos and 
winos

• But for Higgs, need to in fact get 
m12 to be negative to get EWSB 
(need mexican hat potential).  
Large top Yukawa coupling can do 
this.
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ino Mixing

• Neutral gauginos and higgsinos have same quantum numbers and 
mix to form 4 neutralinos
• bino, wino, up and down higgsinos

• Charged gauginos and higgsinos also mix to give 4 charginos (2 of 
each sign)
• +wino and +higgsino
• -wino and -higgsino

11
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Frameworks

• mSUGRA
• minimal supergravity: convert global SUSY to local SUSY, creating gauge 

transformation and gen’l relativity.  Broken at some scale below the Planck 
scale.  But GUT scale is so much lower than Planck scale that no reason to 
expect differences between gauge groups and generations. 

• Universal fermion Yukawa-coupling unification (SM terms)
• Universal gaugino mass m1/2

• Universal scalar mass m0 (for sfermions and for Higgs m1, m2) and trilinear 
coupling A0, mass and trilinear coupling matrices all equal to the identity 
matrix.

• m3/2 = m0: gravitino mass = scalar mass
• B = A0 + m0 connects higgsino mass to scalar mass and trilinear coupling
• Higgs sector dof: only three of m1, m2, tan β, B, µ are independent.  

Sometimes use a different parameter mA derived from B, µ, and ⌠.
• Assumption of a GUT gauge group that breaks to SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1)
• Radiative EWSB provides additional Higgs sector relation, so 5 Higgs 

params (m1, m2, tan β, B, µ) are reduced to 2 (e.g., one mass and tan β)

12
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Frameworks

• LEP and LHC mSUGRA: usual framework for LEP/LHC calcs
• Don’t require unification of SM fermion Yukawa couplings because quark 

masses don’t really allow it
• Don’t check color/charge neutrality of the EW vacuum

• Generic SUGRA, also known as NUHM (non-universal Higgs 
mass)
• Assume Higgs mass unification m1 = m2, but no connection between Higgs 

and sfermion masses.  LEP Higgs mass constraints don’t constrain the 
sfermion masses.  (Presumably, also release m3/2 = m0 constraint)

• Don’t assume radiative EWSB → three, not two, free Higgs parameters
• Requirement that EW vacuum be reasonable (colorless, chargeless, stable) 

at all energies up to GUT scale places constraint on non-universality 
parameter sign(mi2) | mi2 / m02 |

• Constrained MSSM (aka LEEST for Ellis)
• Many variants on this.  Ellis LEEST is mSUGRA without scalar mass 

universality assumption.

13
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Frameworks

• Anomaly-mediated SUSY breaking: 
• Idea is that SUSY is broken not by some gravity-mediated mechanism 

(which would be universal and thus give the parameter universality of 
mSUGRA), but rather by a different mechanism that is insensitive to v. high 
energy behavior.

• Predicts specific gaugino mass ratios: M1: M2: M3 = 1:2.8:7.1
• Also predicts v. heavy gluinos and squarks, so squark-mediated interactions 

are suppressed.

• Gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
• SUSY breaking mediated by gauge interactions rather than gravity, so 

different gaugino masses naturally separate.
• Also gives condition that the gravitino mass m3/2 is much smaller than the 

SUSY-breaking scale
• So the LSP becomes the gravitino, but will overclose unless Treheat is kept 

low.  Gravitinos could also be produced by decay of NLSP. 

14
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Collider Constraints

• LEP chargino searches, M > 100 GeV
• can’t see pair-produced neutralinos at LEP: no detectable energy
• assumes gaugino mass unification to get constraint on neutralino mass

• sneutrino limits
• search for charged sleptons
• use SU(2)EW symmetry of broken SUSY to relate to sneutrino
• M > 85 GeV

• Gluino and squark searches
• colored particle searches at Tevatron
• M > 200 GeV

• Flavor-changing neutral currents
• There is no FCNC in Standard Model (e.g., u Z c terms linking charm and 

up quark via Z)
• Non-diagonal sfermion mass matrices could yield FCNC
• mSUGRA assumes they are diagonal to suppress FCNC

15
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Accelerator Constraints

• BR(b ➞ sγ)
• Can proceed via light charged Higgs

or charginos

• Bs ➞ µ+µ-

• Excess above SM scales as (tan β)6, so very constraining

• (g-2)µ

• Precision electroweak

16


